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KDE releases a new version of the Plasma desktop environment [2]

Say hello to Plasma 5.15, the newest version of KDE's acclaimed desktop environment.
This February release of KDE Plasma comes with a wide range of new features and
improvements. The main focus of developers has been stamping out all minor problems and
papercuts of the desktop, aiming to make Plasma smoother and easier to use.
Plasma's configuration interfaces have been redesigned, expanded and clarified to cover more
user cases and make it simpler to adapt Plasma to everybody's needs. Plasma has also
improved the integration of non-native applications, so Firefox, for example, can now
optionally use native KDE open/save dialogs. Likewise, GTK and GNOME apps now respect
the global scale factor used by high-DPI screens.

KDE Plasma 5.15 Desktop Environment Officially Released, Here's What's New [3]

Six months in development, the KDE Plasma 5.15 desktop environment comes with a lot of
changes to make your Plasma experience more enjoyable. These include various refinements
to the configuration interfaces, new options for complex network configurations, redesigned
icons, improved integration with third-party technologies and apps, and a much-improved
Discover package manager.
"For the first production release of 2019, the Plasma team has embraced KDE's Usability &
Productivity goal and has been working on hunting down and removing all the papercuts that
slow you down," reads today's announcement. "With this in mind, we teamed up with the
VDG (Visual Design Group) contributors to get feedback on all the annoying problems in our
software, and fixed them to ensure an intuitive and consistent workflow for your daily use."

KDE Plasma 5.15 Released With Wayland Improvements, Fixes To "Annoying Problems"[4]

The KDE community is out with their first big update to the Plasma desktop for 2019.
Plasma 5.15 is a big update for KDE and among the many changes include:
- Many Wayland improvements. There is support for more Wayland protocols, support for
Wayland virtual desktops, and touch drag-and-drop support.
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